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K K Shastri Educational Campus
Kkhokhara Road, Maninagar (E), 
Ahmedabad 380 008
 Rules for Usage
1. The hall shall be available for defined activities and programs of specialized nature only
2. Complete program details and signature of appropriate authority is required for booking hall
3. Booking is normally limited to three consecutive days, booking thereafter subject to availability of hall at the end
4. Book the hall facility atleast one working day in advance submitting prescribed form through Principal
5. Multiple requests of overlapping duration shall be treated and decided on the basis of importance of the event 
6. Procedure for possession and return shall not be made with staff below ranks of a faculty member
7. Under unavoidable circumstances, Faculty-in-charge may be required to collect key from custodian's residence
8. A responsible Faculty-in-charge must remain present in hall for entire program booking duration
9. Check Furniture, Electrical installations and Facilities while signing for taking possession
10. Use air-conditioning and lights with economy, and ensure to switch off after the usage
11. Handle the infrastructures within the hall with proper care
12.Allow operation of Air-conditioning and Sound system only by a person well conversant with it
13.Eating inside the hall must not be allowed
14.Restrict audio level and maintain discipline around not to disturb academic activity in the vicinity 
15.Before returning the hall, perform 'Return check' cleaning of the premises and re-organizing the furniture to normal
16.Return keys immediately after booked duration and report any damage or breakage
 
For more information, contact Government Science College, Phone: 22934008
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